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Abstract—This article presents the emerging topic of dynamic search (DS). To position dynamic search in a larger research
landscape, the article discusses in detail its relationship to related research topics and disciplines. The article reviews approaches to
modeling dynamics during information seeking, with an emphasis on Reinforcement Learning (RL)-enabled methods. Details are given
for how different approaches are used to model interactions among the human user, the search system, and the environment. The
paper ends with a review of evaluations of dynamic search systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
INFORMATION seeking is a type of human activity where“humans purposely engage to change their state of
knowledge” [1]. Kids talk to Amazon Alexa to try out its
functionalities and test the limit of its artificial intelligence.
Parents search online and gather information from their
friends and real estate agents to decide which house to pur-
chase. Students read textbooks and Wikipedia to understand
what is a wormhole and why was Schro¨dinger’s cat both dead
and alive. The advancement of information technology and
artificial intelligence have made access to large amounts
of information very convenient. Digital assistants, such as
search engines, are the best friends of human beings who
are seeking information. One might expect the experience of
interacting with an intelligent agent to always be as straight-
forward as finding the front page of the Apple Store website.
Yet that is not always the case. This experience could be
quite tedious and tortuous. For instance, you would really
wish more magic could happen when seeking materials for a
job interview or finding a nursing home that your grandmother
would agree to go to.
If we look closer at these tortuous search tasks, we realize
that most of them are linked to some telic goals. These
goals concern financial needs, health care, and other serious
matters. The eventual successes of these search activities
would lead to ultimate human joy; but at the moment, they
seem only remotely related to leisure, entertainment, and
enjoyment. And users are well aware of the inconvenience
of these processes, and the efforts that need to be paid to
accomplish their goals.
Let us see one example. As someone who had been
troubled by a non-stopping cough for days, you decided to
get some medications. A doctor’s appointment could only
be granted in a few days; but you could not bear with the
symptoms any more. So you decided to purchase some over-
the-counter medicines from Amazon. You typed in cough
medicine and found many types of cough and cold medicines
available, each of which targets different symptoms. Your
own symptoms included headache, cough, and running
nose. By comparing your symptoms with what a medicine’s
description said it could treat, you narrowed down the
choices to just a few: Robitussin, Delsym, and Nyquil. You
Fig. 1. Information Seeking Process, from Marchionini [1].
then searched for each of them, compared their ingredients,
and made sure you were not allergic to any ingredient
by forming new queries like Delsym ingredients. You also
checked whether the medicines could be taken together.
After that, you read the comments and ratings from other
customers to check if those medicines were found to be as
effective as the sellers claimed. Finally, you chose Robitussin
and made the purchase.
These “serious” search tasks are closely related to one’s
need for problem solving, decision making, and reasoning.
Marchionini called them information seeking and defined in-
formation as “anything that can potentially change people’s
knowledge” [1]. It can be a “communication act,” a piece of
knowledge that “increases or decreases the uncertainty,” or
instructive material that “imparts knowledge” [2]. Figure 1
[1] shows the process of information seeking. It is conducted
through several steps. First, “an information seeker,” most
likely a human user, recognizes and accepts an information
problem, defines and understands the problem, and then
chooses a search system, e.g. Google. After that, the human
user formulates a query, executes the search function, ex-
amines the results, extracts useful information from them,
and reflects on what has been extracted. This constitutes
one search iteration. The user usually repeats similar cycles
and iterates through the entire process until the task is
completed or abandoned, or no further search is supported.
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2Fig. 2. Dual Agents in Information Seeking, by Luo et al. [3].
Note that this description is given only from the user’s
perspective. We should be aware that the search engine
kicks in after the user “executes the search function” and
before the user “examines the results.” A more complete
elucidation is given by Luo et al. [3], which views infor-
mation seeking as a cooperative process between a human
agent and a search-engine agent (Figure 2). The idea that
the process entails communication between two agents was
fleshed out in [4], where a human agent queries and clicks
to send his message, and a search-engine agent ranks and
selects the content and presentation to communicate back
to the user. If we would like to make more comparisons,
we might note that the entire discipline of Information
Retrieval (IR) uses another more traditional yet different
view. Most IR research studies and designs are described
from the search engine’s point of view, in that a search
iteration starts from receiving a user-issued query, and then
a computer algorithm checks its pre-built index to find the
most relevant documents to return. This one-step algorithm,
or function, that has been extensively studied–perhaps more
than all others–is called ad-hoc retrieval.
One evident difference between information seeking and
ad-hoc retrieval is the number of search iterations that
are used in their processes. Ad-hoc retrieval takes in one
query and finds a ranked list of documents. It runs only
one iteration and is called “the narrowest sense” of IR by
Yang [5]. On the other hand, information seeking takes a
much longer process that consists of rounds and rounds of
querying and returning of documents.
A less noticeable difference between the two lies in their
uses. Ad-hoc retrieval is mainly responsible for look-ups [6].
For instance, looking up a word’s synonym, look-up for a web
site that you always visit, looking-up next year’s academic
calendar, and looking up this weekend’s program at the Kennedy
Center. On the other hand, information seeking takes place
when people learn and investigate [6].As most users use
the same tool – web search engines – to perform both ad-hoc
retrieval and information seeking, they are in fact different
in nature, beyond the surface difference that one takes a
single step and the other multiple steps.
When people learn and investigate, tasks are sometimes
open-ended. They do not possess telic goals, and the search
processes are not means-to-ends. For example, finding ma-
terials to write a term paper could be quite exploratory and
enjoyable. These are the subject of the study of exploratory
search (ES) [7], which does not require a specific goal to
get started and can be primarily driven by curiosity. Other
Fig. 3. Communication between User and Search Engine, Luo et al. [4].
times, however, the search tasks have telic goals and are
of a serious nature, such as finance, jobs, health care, legal
issues, and family affairs. The line between the two types
might seem fine. It is because exploration, the characteristic
of ES, can be found in almost all IS tasks, including the most
serious types, such as catching a human-trafficker, usually as
an early stage. And this exploratory phase could re-appear
from time to time when a user needs to broaden her search
scope. As subtle as these comparisons are, we think their
differences are greater than their similarities: ES bears no
particular intent to derive a solution that must converge to
some conclusion; while the other “serious” type does. In this
article, we are mainly interested in the views, algorithms,
and solutions for the latter.
All types of IS processes, including ad-hoc retrieval and
exploratory search, claim that they would like to “satisfy the
user’s information need,” and based on that to determine
if the search is successful. However, the definition of an
information need is vague, and how it could be met is
never made crystal-clear, at least not in a mathematical
sense. The most-accepted and commonly-used expression is
to find documents that are “relevant.” Implicitly, it suggests
that finding relevant documents would sufficiently meet the
user’s information need. However, ”being relevant” does not
equal ”satisfying user’s information need.” How exactly could
relevant documents satisfy an information need? Is it that
the need is a threshold of A and the documents enable the
user to reach B, so that if B ≥ A, then we can say that the
need is met? Is it that the need is a hypothesis C and if the
documents contain a proof to C (that would be too easy),
or partially and indirectly support the user to prove C , then
the need is met? Is it that the need is a set of conjunctive
disjunctive clauses D and the documents allow the user to
find at least one non-empty set for D, and then, we say
the need is met? Or, is it that the user needs a feeling of
relaxation, such that only a Netflix movie marathon could
satisfy the need? It is a pity that we cannot easily find a
universal and mathematical formulation to what we really
mean by “to satisfy an information need.”
This lack of clear formulation of “what is the expectation
in the end” makes it difficult to take a rational approach to
finding the optimal, the most suitable, and the best solution
to our research problem, if there is one. On the other hand,
there are large amounts of excellent optimization methods
that have flourished through great advancements in ma-
chine learning and its applications, where optimization is
3at the heart of their discipline. So we have two choices–
to keep using an imprecise, vague formulation of how an
end is met without being able to effectively optimize it, or
to re-define the research problem and aim for optimizing
the entire search process, and be able to utilize an arsenal
of data-driven, optimization-based learning methods. We
think this is a call to every IR researcher.
Over the last decade, we have witnessed the emergence
of two different philosophies and their related schools of
methods, for ad-hoc retrieval. The two schools are heuristic-
driven methods, including a vector-space model (VSM) [8],
probabilistic relevance models [8], Okapi BM25 [9], lan-
guage modeling [10], and optimization-based, data-driven
supervised learning approaches, also known as learning-
to-rank approaches [11]. We think it would be a little rash
to judge which one is better, for one of them could be a
necessary stage for the IR discipline before the other has
naturally developed. We think both are great for solving
research problems in IR, and that they will co-exist for a
long time, because in the end, human goals are indeed
difficult to define, and their clarity can only be improved
to a certain degree. Currently, what we have observed is
that large commercial search engines have moved from
heuristic approaches to learning approaches, but features
like BM25 are still unquestionably necessary. The state of
the art for ad-hoc retrieval is a mixed use of the two: taking
an optimization-based approach but using features that bear
the spirit of heuristics.
We can expect similar situations in IS. Early solutions to
information seeking have been studied under the name of
Interactive Information Retrieval (IIR) [12]. IIR studies how
to modify the query space or document space or both based
on user’s reactions to previously retrieved results. The most
famous of this kind is the relevant feedback (RF) method. As
you may expect, IIR did not take an optimization approach.
Its algorithms are mostly hand-crafted by experts, rather
than learned from data. As a consequence, IIR lacks the
ability to “purposefully” plan for subsequent retrievals, and
is not optimized for any long-term goal.
Finding optimal search paths during information seek-
ing is the mission of the later proposed Dynamic Search (DS).
They were first introduced in Yang et al. [13]’s 2014 tutorial.
Figure 4 shows a rough relationship between DS and other
research domains that we have discussed before. Dynamic
search cares about the optimality of the entire search pro-
cess rather than the optimality of a single step. The user
and search engine traverse an information space, collecting
information at each stop. A search task can be completed
in multiple different ways, as long as the ultimate goal is
met. Thus, we can think of DS as a type of information-
seeking solution that provides optimal treatment to multi-
step search tasks that are motivated by telic goals.
In this article, we review approaches to dynamic search.
Most reviewed works take reinforcement learning as their
framework. Reinforcement learning (RL) [14] provides nat-
ural solutions to dynamic search. As Luo et al. [15] pointed
out, the matching of the two stems from their shared con-
ceptions of temporary dependency, a trial-and-error process,
and optimization over a long-term goal. Reinforcement
learning has achieved great success in robotics, computer
vision, natural language processing, and finance. It is a
Fig. 4. Relationship illustration of DS and others.
type of learning originated from animal learning, which
concerns how animals set up their responses based on
their observation of the surrounding environments so as to
maximize their chances of survival and fertility. RL-based
methods for dynamic search is the focus of our paper, and
we organize the works of DS by their different origins in RL.
We show how DS can be done by imitation learning, multi-
armed bandits (MAB), value-based RL methods, policy-
based RL methods, and model-based RL methods. Early
non-optimization-based IIR methods are also included to
give a complete review of all past research efforts. Note that
DS is still a young field. Most works reviewed here were
developed after 2014. We hope that through our review,
readers will identify new directions, as there must be plenty
of room for this young field to grow and bloom.
2 REINFORCEMENT LEARNING BACKGROUND
2.1 The Settings
In reinforcement learning (RL) [14], there is an agent and an
environment. The environment represents a dynamic world,
with which the agent continuously interacts in order to
learn a strategy to survive, succeed, or win (a game). The
winning is usually marked by having accumulated adequate
rewards, the sum of which is called return. The rewards are
feedback given by the environment to the agent based on the
agent’s actions. What the agent learns is what actions to take
under which situations to maximize its long-term return.
The learning target is to find and use the best winning
strategy.
Reinforcement learning uses a complex set of symbols to
describe its setting. These essential elements are put into a
tuple < S,A,R,M >:
• S: the set of states. A state st = s is a representation
of the environment at time t;
• A: the set of actions, discrete or continuous. An
action at is an operation that an agent can choose
to change the state at time t;
• R: the immediate reward. R(st = s, at = a) denotes
the reward signal given by the environment if the
agent takes action a at state s. Its value, sometimes
called reinforce, is denoted by r. It can be a function,
too, such that R : S ×A→ R.
4Fig. 5. Reinforcement learning framework, by Sutton and Barto [14].
• M : the transition function between states. M(st+1 =
s′|st = s, at = a) is the probability that the environ-
ment goes from state s to next state s′ if the agent
takes action a.
These elements work together dynamically. At time
step t, the agent observes the state (st) from the en-
vironment, and takes an action (at). The action im-
pacts the environment, brings in a reward (rt+1), and
produces a new state (st+1). This process loops un-
til reaching the end of its episode, generating a trajec-
tory st, at, rt+1, st+1, at+1, rt+2, st+2, at+2, rt+3... and so on.
Figure 5 [14] illustrates the RL framework.
The optimization goal of RL is to find an optimal strategy
to respond to various situations. With this strategy, the ex-
pected return, from the environment, would be maximized.
The strategy is called a policy. It is denoted by pi(s) and is a
stochastic function from st to at, which gives instructions
to an agent on how to behave. The optimization can be
expressed by the following:
pi∗ = arg max
pi:s→a
Epi:s→a,t=1,...TGt (1)
where γ ∈ [0, 1] is a factor discounting future rewards. And
the return is
Gt =
∞∑
k=0
γkRt+k+1(st+k+1, at+k+1) (2)
The expected return is thus the expected long-term rewards
over the course of the entire episode, such as one complete
game or one accomplished task.
An RL agent’s learning is characterized by two of its
great abilities, adaptation and exploration. All of its learning
and optimization are about being the best adaptor to a
dynamic environment and able to handle issues emerging in
diverse situations. Some situations may have been encoun-
tered during the training, and others may be unexpected.
This ability to be adaptive allows RL agents to better handle
unseen challenges. Being exploratory is another good trait.
RL always recognizes the value of being exploratory. From
the outset of the field, not being greedy, especially in the
short term, has been a consistent practice in RL’s optimiza-
tion. What RL cares about most is always eventual success.
For the DS approaches that we review in this paper, most
of them share a common characteristic, in that a search en-
gine takes the role of the RL agent; the environment is either
the ensemble of the user and the document collection, or just
the documents alone, depending on if the user is modeled
as another agent. Suppose we use the first setting, in which
the user is part of the environment: then we could describe
the framework in the following manner – The search engine
agent observes the environment’s state (st) at time t, takes
actions (at) to retrieve documents, and shows them to the
user. The user provides feedback, rt, which expresses the
extent to which the retrieved documents satisfy the infor-
mational need. The documents retrieved (deduced) by the
search engine agent’s action would probably also change the
user’s perceptions about what is relevant, and to what stage
the search task has progressed. These changes are expressed
as state transitions st → st+1. The optimization goal is
to maximize the expected long-term return for the entire
information-seeking task.
A common misconception in RL is that the agent gets
trained and produces results at the same time. We suspect
that this misconception comes from a misinterpretation of
RL’s “learning by interacting” – that the agent could re-
spond to the environment based on what rewards it has
been fed in the current episode. However, this is not how RL
works. Similar to supervised learning, in fact, RL also needs
a training phase that is separate from the testing. Training
an RL agent is like training a baby to become an expert. The
training requires many episodes, such as playing a game
many, many times in order to understand how to win. The
training episodes (or trials) might repeat thousands or many
more times. From each training episode, the RL agent learns
gradually how to adapt and explore, and eventually grows
into an expert that is good at the game and ready for a real
test. In the testing phase, the mature trained agent then acts
to deal with complex situations, with the aim of winning or
surviving in the dynamic environment.
2.2 Types of RL Algorithms
Based on how the optimization is achieved, RL algorithms
can be categorized into the following general types.
The first type is value-based approaches. The agent in a
value-based RL method would attempt to find policies that
land in high-value states. A value function V is needed to
measure the “value” of a state. This function is defined as
the expectation of the return from a given state or a given
action, under a certain policy. A value function has two dif-
ferent forms: state-value function (V -function), and action-
value function (Q-function). They are similar in many ways,
and both can be approximated via supervised machine
learning, such as deep neural networks. The definitions of
Q(s, a) or V (s) are shown below:
V (s) = Epi[Gt|st = s]
= Epi
[ ∞∑
k=0
γkrt+k+1|st = s
]
(3)
Q(s, a) = Epi[Gt|st = s, at = a]
= Epi
[ ∞∑
k=0
γkrt+k+1|st = s, at = a
]
(4)
They are closely related to each other:
V (s) =
∑
a
pi(a|s)Q(s, a) (5)
Q(s, pi(s)) = V (s) (6)
A typical example of a value-based RL method is Deep Q-
Network (DQN) [16], which outperforms human players
5in many Atari video games, such as Pong, Boxing, and
Breakout. Earlier works [14] on Value iteration, Monte-Carlo
methods, and Temporal-Difference (TD) methods, like Sarsa
and Q-learning, also belong to this type.
The second type includes the policy-based RL ap-
proaches. These methods aim to learn an optimal policy
directly from rewards. What makes this possible is the
policy gradient theorem [14]. The theorem says that the
gradient of the expected return would go in the same
direction as the gradient of the policy; therefore finding the
optimal return would be somehow equivalent to finding
the best policy. This can be achieved by standard stochastic
gradient descent (SGD). First, these methods construct a
general mapping from return to action. For instance, they
parameterize the action to be a linear function over state
features, and then wraps this function inside a softmax func-
tion to approximate a distribution of the actions. Then, they
find the optimal policy by iteratively calculating what the
approximation would be and updating the policy gradient.
Example algorithms include the vanilla REINFORCE [14],
Trust-Region Policy Optimization [17], and Proximal Policy
Optimization [18]. The last two are top algorithms in the
state of the art. Policy-based and value-based methods can
be combined. They are called actor-critic methods, which are
highly effective. Examples are A3C [19] and DDPG [20].
Both value-based and policy-based methods do not uti-
lize the state transition M in the environment. Therefore,
they are called model-free methods. When we make use of the
knowledge carried by the transition modelM , we encounter
the third type, model-based RL methods. “Model” is an over-
used word in machine learning. Yet in model-based RL, the
word “model” specifically refers to the transition model (it
could also mean both M and the reward function R). The
Model M can be provided or learned. When learning a
model, the learning can happen before, through, or alter-
nating with, policy learning. The first case can be found in
early works, such as optimal control and planning. Monte-
Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) is an example of planning. It
was used in combination with actor-critic approaches, and
beat human Go champions in 2016 and made AlphaGo [21]
such a glorious chapter in the history of AI research. The
model M can also be learned alternately with the policy,
and Dyna [14] is a classic of this type. Lastly, the model can
be learned by calculating a gradient through both the model
and the policy, as in PILCO [22] and Guided Policy Search
(GPS) [23]. Due to this separation of model learning and
policy learning, model-based RL methods allow potential
injection of domain knowledge and human expertise into
reinforcement learning, suggesting promise when RL meets
supervised ML. Much new research is under development
along this direction.
2.3 Emphasis on Success
Reinforcement learning is a type of machine-learning al-
gorithm that emphasizes success. It is rooted in animal
learning, which studies how animals learn their survival
skills and behaviors among all other options. The agent’s
goal is to find the optimal strategy (policy) that would yield
the maximum amount of long-term expected return. This
could be summarized in one word – that all RL cares about
is to – succeed. Such emphasis is put through a long range
of steps, which means in the short-term, RL would bear
with some temporary loss, or even strategically choose to
lose at some point. Also, there could be multiple ways to be
successful so the agent is flexible in choosing which winning
trajectory to take. What it pursues is a definite win in the end
in which the return is maximized, the task is successfully
accomplished, and the game is won.
This emphasis on success makes RL quite distinct from
supervised machine learning (SML) that might be more
familiar to ML/AI practitioners. SML concerns whether
predicted labels would be correct. SML’s focus on getting
the correct predictions makes it suitable for problem do-
mains that have standard answers with which to compare.
Examples include regression and classification. Question
answering is also a domain that focuses on correctness.
Being correct and being successful are different. The former
concerns whether a single decision is correct or not, while
the latter concerns an entire process and if it would even-
tually succeed, even if in some of its steps there would be
incorrect decisions. Table 1 classifies a few common research
problems based on if they work more for “being correct”
or “being successful.” The table itself is a classification by
author-crafted decision rules. It puts regression, classifica-
tion, and question answering under the category of “being
correct” and suggests that the most suitable solutions for
them are supervised learning methods.
The table puts information seeking and dynamic search
in a different column. IS and DS both concern the end
result of a process and if it would be successful. The aim
of their search systems is to successfully satisfy a user’s
information need. In them, the search tasks bear telic goals,
or we say they are means-to-ends, as shown in Figure 4
and discussed in the introduction. We think RL is the most
suitable category of solutions for them given their emphasis
on interaction and ultimate success.
Ad-hoc retrieval is a bit special, and we could be a little
controversial here. At first glance, ad-hoc retrieval seems to
be a problem of “being correct.” Is it really? As a discipline,
IR’s top priority is to find documents that are “relevant.”
What does “being relevant” mean? We think it has at least
two meanings. First of all, “being relevant” does not equal
“being correct.” In many cases, contrary to intuition, users
would prefer an incorrect but definite document in order to
quickly rule out bad options, and reach the final search suc-
cess sooner. They might even prefer getting no matches at
all. These search results are still “relevant,” but definitely not
“correct.” Second, “being relevant” is frequently mentioned
together with another expression, “satisfying the needs,”
which means that the needs would need to be successfully
met. Considering these two perspectives, the authors think
“being relevant” actually means “being successful.” The
whole IS process aims to be successful, and ad-hoc retrieval
is just an intermediate step that leads to eventual success.
It is only because retrieval is a single step, and singled out
from other parts of the entire process, it appears to be a
task that cares about “being correct” – except it is actually
not. In this sense, even though supervised learning-to-rank
methods are currently prevailing for ad-hoc retrieval, they
might not be the most suitable solutions. Table 1 puts ad-hoc
retrieval in the same column as IS and DS.
6Being correct Being successful Being entertaining
Research Problems Regression Information Seeking Exploratory Search
Classification Dynamic Search Dialogue Systems
Question Answering Ad-hoc Retrieval Conversational AI
Suitable ML Methods Supervised Machine Learning Reinforcement Learning RL?
TABLE 1
Correctness vs. Success vs. Entertainingness.
Another type of research problem is “being entertained,”
which is closely linked to “engagement” and “enjoyment”.
Under this category, there are exploratory search, dialogue
systems, and most conversational AI agents. In them, a
user would be concerned mostly with how much they can
explore, be entertained and engaged, and have fun. This is
a completely different optimization goal and should not be
confused with “being correct” and “being successful.” One
may argue that an algorithm could be optimized to find
“the correct model that entertains the user” or “the model
that most successfully engages the user”. However, then the
algorithm must handle the exploration requirements and
emotional joy as parts of its optimization goal. For human
beings, we believe this is as important as being correct and
being successful. We list them in a third category in Table
1 and think maybe RL is more suitable to provide their
solutions, given its exploration ability.
3 RELATED WORK
In this section, we review the related disciplines one by
one and eventually derive the relationships among them
and dynamic search. They include information seeking (IS),
exploratory search (ES), dialogue systems (including con-
versational search), and online learning-to-rank. Interactive
information retrieval (IIR) is considered as an early DS
method, so we discuss it in another section. These research
problems both overlap with and differ from DS.
3.1 Information Seeking
Information seeking is the process where “people purpose-
fully engage to change their state of knowledge” [1]. In
the old days, most work in IS was about how to ask a
librarian to find the information that you were looking for,
or as a librarian, how to serve people. Things have changed
since the rapid spread of search engines, digital libraries,
electronic catalogues, and social media. Therefore, the more
modern sense of IS has become how to make use of the
digital tools to best assist human information seekers.
An information seeking process is when an information
seeker works with a search system in a certain domain, attempt-
ing to accomplish a task in a given setting; and the process
produces its outcome as the foraged information [24]. Factors
in an information seeking process include an information
seeker, task, search system, domain, setting, and outcome [1]
(Figure 6). Here information seeker is a human user who ac-
tively changes his or her state of knowledge. Task manifests
the information need and is the driver of this entire process.
Usually it belongs to just one domain, which is the body of
knowledge concentrated on a specified field, e.g. chemistry
or biology. Task is also called “problem context” by White
et al. [7], which drives the search activities. It describes the
Fig. 6. Information Seeking Factors, from Marchionini [1].
gap between what the user knows and what the user wants
to know. Search system represents the knowledge stored in
a pre-built database or index, which contains knowledge
that is potentially available in the forms of books, library,
or online resources, and provides access to the user via a
user interface. Settings constrain the IS process, which can be
physical, such as time constraints and hardware availability,
or psychological, such as the user’s confidence or mood.
Outcome is what eventually is obtained, which includes both
the product, i.e., the solution to the user’s problem, and the
process and all episodes that it has experienced.
White et al. [7] describes the dynamics in information
seeking: Initially, the user is unclear about the solution to the
problem, even unsure about the problem itself. As the search
goes on, the user lowers uncertainty, achieves better un-
derstanding of the problem, and constructs the solution by
foraging the information obtained from external resources.
Hopefully the user would close the gap eventually.
The human-side efforts involved in information seeking
consist of multiple rounds of querying and examining re-
turned items. In this process, much user effort is spent at
comparing and investigating search results. Marchionini [6]
classified a user’s search activities into three overlapping
types, i.e. looking-up, learning, and investigation. Looking-
ups are the most basic search operation and typical examples
of look-up operations include web search, question answer-
ing, and fact retrieval. Learning and investigation are the
main activities of the search process. Learning searches are
the searches where the user develops new knowledge by
reading and comparing the raw material. Instances that fall
into this category includes developing certain professional
skills. Investigation involves critical assessment of the search
results before integrating them into existing knowledge
bases and cares more about recall than precision. Profes-
7Fig. 7. An illustration of exploratory search process, by Bates [25].
sional searches, such as legal search or patent search, fall
into this category.
The system side of study for IS is not as developed as
that of the user side. Most current system-related research is
on developing search engines and friendly user interfaces.
Except for them, the rest are still underdeveloped. Dynamic
search is interested in the system side of information seek-
ing. Our focus is on how to mathematically and statistically
handle the dynamics of the IS process, and how a search
system could better assist the user.
3.2 Exploratory Search
Exploratory search is a type of open-ended information
seeking. It does not require a telic goal. Instead, its search
activities are more triggered by curiosity and desire to
understand and to learn. It often happens when users face
an unfamiliar domain.
Many ES processes create knowledge-intensive prod-
ucts. For instances, writing a research paper, or under-
standing housing market. It typically involves high-level
intellectual activities such as synthesis and evaluation.
The process of ES demonstrates different features from
telic IS tasks. Researchers have described the ES process in
various metaphors. White and Roth [26] called it “way-
finding.” “Way-finding” emphasizes the prerequisite that
the user needs to conceptualize the sought-after information
first before navigating to the desired part.
Bates [25] gave it a different metaphor, “berry-picking.”
“Berry-picking” refers to evolution of an information need,
where a user starts with a vague perception of an infor-
mation need and traverses the document collection, collect-
ing pieces of information along the way. Newly-collected
fragments may change the information need and the user’s
behavior for the next round of “picking.” Fig. 7 shows the
ES process with the berry-picking metaphor.
Another feature of ES is that its users tend to spend
more time in searching. Even after they have gathered all
the information fragments they need, they may continue
searching, because the process is motivated by learning
and understanding. Hence they tend to keep learning and
validating the information from different sources. This is
distinct from DS, in that after the goal is met, the search
would be considered complete, and end.
Fig. 8. Conversational Search System Architecture, by Chen et al. [27].
3.3 Dialogue Systems
Dialogue systems, aka chatbots, also interact with human
users [28, 29]. How they differ from DS is in the media of
interaction. DS uses documents to communicate to users,
and chatbots use machine-generated short natural language
utterances.
Figure 8 shows a common pipeline in dialogue systems.
In this pipeline, first, human utterances go through a natural
language understanding (NLU) component to get parsed
and interpreted by the chatbot. The chatbot then tracks their
dialogue states by techniques such as slot filling. This part
could be thought of as parallel to transition models in RL.
Then, a “policy learning” module learns from training data
to decide the chatbot’s dialogue act, based on the dialogue
state. This can be done through expert-crafted rules [30],
supervised machine learning [31], or reinforcement learning
[32]. Finally, a natural language generation (NLG) com-
ponent generates the chatbot’s responsive utterances from
the dialogue acts determined by the policy. This is another
difference between chatbots and DS. In DS, no NLG is
expected, because users would access the retrieved content
by viewing rather than hearing.
Most chatbots assume a highly-structured formality in
their tasks. For example, to successfully make a doctor’s
appointment, a chatbot would need to know the when, where,
and who of the visit; to find a target smart phone, the chatbot
may ask the brand, price, color, and storage capacity. Because
of this high task formality, slot-filling appears to be adequate
for the tasks. In DS, the domains of the information-seeking
tasks are much less structured, and slot-filling would not be
as effective as it is for chatbots.
Modern dialogue systems are trained end-to-end with
supervised machine learning methods, especially with deep
neural networks. Based on the way in which the dialogue
system generates/selects its response, those systems can be
categorized as retrieval-based chatbots or generation-based
chatbots. Retrieval-based chatbots select the response from
a pre-built candidate pool, choosing the one that suits the
context best with text-matching techniques [33, 34, 35, 36, 37,
38, 39, 40]. Generation-based chatbots generate the response
by the system with natural language generation techniques
instead of using pre-built ones [41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46].
Generative approaches appear to be more flexible, but also
increase the complexity of the problem.
When chatbots are mainly used for information seeking,
they are sometimes called by another name, conversational
search. Radlinski and Craswell [47] proposed a general
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framework for conversational search, without assuming
high task formality. In this sense, it is closer to DS. They
define conversational search as a mixed-initiative commu-
nication running back-and-forth between a user and a di-
alogue agent. When generating conversations, the agent’s
focus is more on eliciting user preferences and identifying
their search targets. The work was a theoretical framework
that covered a wide range of research domains, including
dialogue systems, recommender systems, and commercial
search engines.
3.4 Online Learning-to-Rank
Learning-to-rank (L2R) [11] is a family of ad-hoc retrieval
methods that build retrieval models by supervised machine
learning. Online learning-to-rank (online L2R) [48] is the
online learning version of it. It collects training data on-
the-fly and trains the model. The newly-collected training
data update the search engine model so that its search
effectiveness in subsequent search iterations will be better.
Online learning-to-rank is also a dynamic system, but it
is quite different from DS. First of all, it is not specifically de-
signed for complex search tasks. It aims for solving general-
purpose ad-hoc retrieval tasks–for instance, finding 91st
Academy Awards nominations. Second, it accumulates training
labels from large amounts of live user clicks and other
implicit feedback data to figure out personal preferences,
trends, and so on, to create more personalized search engine
models for each user. It is more like a recommender system
in this sense. Third, its training is not separated by search
episodes. In DS, we have an information-seeking task, and
search episodes that mark the beginning and end of the task;
while in online learning-to-rank, learning continues across
sessions and tasks.
3.5 A Venn Diagram of All
Figure 9 depicts our understanding of the scope of these re-
lated disciplines. Dynamic search stands at the intersection
of information seeking and reinforcement learning. Infor-
mation seeking goes beyond the query-document-matching
paradigm in ad-hoc retrieval, and we think it is a larger con-
cept than IR. Moreover, dynamic search and reinforcement
learning are part of artificial intelligence. In our opinion, DS
is a type of human-centered AI, whose mission will always
be servicing human users.
3.6 Miscellaneous
Apart from building retrieval models, other aspects of IS
and IR have also been investigated thoroughly. These in-
clude search log (also known as query log) analysis, user
interface design, and collaborative search.
Identifying Search tasks from query logs: Modern
commercial search engines record user activities and keep
search logs that contain rich interaction signals such as
queries, dwelling time, and clicks. However, boundaries
between search sessions, which overlap with individual
information-seeking tasks, are not explicitly marked in the
logs. Much research has been devoted to segment search
sessions or to identify search tasks from the logs. Jones
and Klinkner [49] discovered that it was of limited utility
to claim a separate session after a fixed inactivity period,
since many sessions could be interleaved and hierarchically
organized. Instead, they recognized individual search tasks
via supervised learning, with temporal and word-editing
features. Wang et al. [50] worked on long-term search task
recognition, with a semi-supervised learning method that
exploited inter-query dependencies derived from behavioral
data. Work by Lucchese et al. [51] utilized Wiktionary and
Wikipedia to detect query pairs that are related semantically
but not lexically. However, some still found that a properly-
set threshold of inactivity period, for instance a 30-minute
inactive threshold, would work adequately to separate ses-
sions, and this method is applied in a wide range of online
applications [52].
User Interface for DS: Since it handles more complex
search interactions, research has been done to design more
effective User Interfaces (UI) for DS systems. Sarrafzadeh
and Lank [53] added a hierarchical knowledge network into
a search engine UI, which can visualize related concepts
in the documents. Qvarfordt et al. [54] designed a query
preview control, which can display overlap between newly
retrieved documents and previously retrieved ones before
the search system runs the query. Hecht et al. [55] showed a
visualization of query concepts with thematic cartography.
Ruotsalo et al. [56] proposed Intent Radar, a system that
could exhibit and organize user intents in a radical layout.
Bozzon et al. [57] proposed a Liquid Query interface, which
would enable users to explore information across several
domains and gradually come closer to the sought search
targets.
Collaborative DS: The exploration of unknown infor-
mation space can also be done by a team of users instead of
an individual user. Pickens et al. [58] proposed a mediation
framework which would allow several users to work on the
same search task and communicate with each other. Tani
et al. [59] used an author-topic model to identify multiple
users’ interests and retrieve relevant documents for them.
Sometimes, collaboration can produce better search results
than the sum of those those produced by each information
seeker. This was called the synergic effect by Shah and
Gonza´lez-Iba´n˜ez [60].
4 APPROACHES TO DYNAMIC SEARCH
We survey approaches to dynamic search and organize
them into several categories, including early IIR methods,
imitation learning, active learning, value-based RL, policy-
based RL, model-based RL, and multi-armed bandits.
We must point out that much research here was origi-
nally developed by IS and IR researchers. Yet they are re-
classified by us into categories based on RL. We re-examine
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them from our point of view and explain their nature in the
language of RL. Due to the differences between the IS/IR
community and the RL community, our view may disagree
with that of the usual audience of these works.
4.1 Early Approaches
IIR offered early solutions to DS. These early approaches do
not bear an explicit optimization goal, so strictly speaking,
they may not be counted as DS. But we think they made
successful attempts to tackle a very similar research chal-
lenge, and their approaches provided ideas for deriving DS
policies. These IIR approaches could be quite efficient, and
probably sufficient for small-scale search systems, especially
in early stages of an information-seeking process. At the
later stages, however, errors carried from prior search iter-
ations would very quickly add up and yield poor search
results.
Relevance feedback (RF) [62, 63] is perhaps the most
well-known IIR method. The intuition behind RF is that af-
ter observing the results retrieved by a search engine agent,
the user provides feedback to indicate which documents
are relevant and which are not, and the search engine then
modifies either the query space or the document space to
bias its next retrieval towards where the feedback prefers.
Figure 10 shows where this modification would appear in
an information retrieval pipeline.
One representative RF method is the Rocchio algorithm
[64]. Based on a set of user feedback that indicates positive
and negative relevance for documents, it modifies the query
representation vector, from q0 to q, to move it closer to where
the feedback prefers in the query representation space:
V (q) = aV (q0) + b
1
|D+|
∑
di∈D+
V (di)− c 1|D−|
∑
dj∈D−
V (dj)
(7)
where V (∗) is a vector representation, most likely a bag-of-
words (BoW) representation, of a document or a query, q0
is the initial query, and q is the modified query. The user
feedback is encapsulated in D+, the relevant documents,
and D−, the irrelevant ones; a, b, and c are coefficients.
Basically, the intuition is to close the gap between the
query and the information need so that the latter can be
matched with documents retrieved by the newly modified
query. It is a good heuristic, but it does not have an
optimization goal, and thus cannot plan any long search
trajectory. Its modification of the query might be short-
sighted and result in disorientation in the long run.
Relevance feedback models retrieve documents based
on directly calculated document-to-query relevance scores.
Direct uses of RF in DS can be found in [65, 66, 67].
Jiang and He [65] combines the current search query, past
search queries and clicked documents to update document-
to-query relevance score and demote the duplicated doc-
uments. Levine et al. [66] exploited query-term changes
(difference between qt and qt−1), which reflect the state
transitions, to adjust term weights for both queries and
documents based on whether the query term is added,
retained, or removed. Shalaby and Zadrozny [67] re-ranked
documents in a neural learning-to-rank model by extending
its word2vec [68] representation with words and documents
in the positive relevance feedback.
Other IIR methods do not directly measure document
relevance; instead, they focus on modifying the queries and
then feeding them into an off-the-shelf search engine, which
is usually powered by ad-hoc retrieval algorithms such as
VSM, BM25, or L2R, to retrieve documents using the new
query. There are three ways to modify the queries: (1) query
expansion, (2) query re-weighting, and (3) query suggestion.
Query expansion beyond the original query is done in
various ways. Bah et al. [69] expanded queries based on
query suggestions from a commercial search engine. Liu
et al. [70] augmented the current query with all past queries
within the same search session, and put heavier weights on
the most recent queries. Yuan et al. [71], Wang et al. [72] and
Adeyanju et al. [73] also broadened the queries based on
past queries in the same session; and Yuan et al. [71] also ex-
cluded terms that were estimated to not be able to improve
search effectiveness. Albakour and Kruschwitz [74] added
anchor text to expand the original query; anchor text has
been shown to be an effective representation of what human
creators think about a web document. Likewise, queries can
also be expanded with snippets [75], clicked documents [76],
proximity phrases, or pseudo-relevance feedback [77].
Query re-weighting is similar to what we have seen in
Rocchio. Zhang et al. [78] – manually defined rules to re-
weight query terms based on user attention time and user
clicks. Liu et al. [79] classifies search sessions into four types
based on whether their search goal is specific or amorphous,
and whether the expected outcome is factual or intellectual.
Each type of search session corresponds to a unique set of
pre-defined parameters for the re-weighting of terms.
Query suggestion is done based on query-log analysis.
When query logs from other users are available, they can
be used to suggest new queries to help the current user and
her search task. The assumption here is that similar search
tasks would use similar queries even if they are issued by
different users. These methods first recognize patterns in
how different queries are constructed by massive users, and
then make use of this knowledge to create new queries.
Click graphs are widely used to generate query suggestions.
A click graph Craswell and Szummer [80] is a bipartite
graph between queries and clicked documents, where an
edge between a query and a document indicates a user has
clicked on the document for the query, and the weights on
each edge can be estimated via random walk. For instance,
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Feild [81], He et al. [82] uses a click graph to induce new
queries, and Ozertem et al. [83] builds a set of suggested
queries aiming to maximize overall query utilities.
Relevance feedback models are also used in combination
with active learning. Active learning is a type of supervised
learning method where a learning agent asks a human to
provide annotations (feedback) from time to time to its
predictions. The main challenge for active learning is to
decide which data samples to select to ask for manual
labels. This selection needs to be intelligent, because human
labeling is costly. A common practice is to select those fall
on or near the decision boundaries, for their high ambiguity.
Tian and Lease [84] proposes using active learning for IIR.
They use a support vector machine (SVM) to score the doc-
uments’ relevance. At each search iteration, documents that
are maximally uncertain – i.e., documents that are the closest
to the hyper-plane of SVM – are selected and shown to the
user, to ask for feedback about their relevance. Liu et al.
[85] predicts document usefulness via a decision tree (DT),
which is grown by recursively choosing the most indicative
user behaviour features, such as length of dwelling time or
number of visits, from the relevance feedback. The decision
tree is then used to estimate the usefulness of documents
and modify the query space.
It is worth noting that active learning approaches would
interrupt the natural communication flow between the user
and the search engine. The search engine agent is much
more ‘active’ in this case, and the turns between the two are
led by it. This is a different and more artificial setting than
that of IS and DS. Information need is also not modeled
in active learning IIR approaches; instead, they attempt to
classify documents into “relevant” vs. “irrelevant” classes –
which means not to adapt to changing states in information-
seeking processes, regardless of how “adaptive” or “interac-
tive” they seem to be.
Other IIR research has reached out to interesting fields to
borrow ideas. For instance, Azzopardi [86] uses economics
models for IIR. The work modeled information-seeking
processes as outputting value (relevance) by spending some
costs – inputting queries and feedback assessments. Ap-
plying microeconomics theory, the author identifies search
strategies that minimize the cost – that is, the amount of
queries and assessments – of a search process. Follow-up
development along this line explains several user search be-
haviors with the economics models [87]. Albakour et al. [88]
studies IIR with a model inspired by the human immune
system [89]. The model represents a user’s profile with a
network, where each node is a word, and each link between
two nodes represents their affinity. In the network, terms are
ordered by decreasing weights, and form a hierarchy. The
estimation of a document’s relevance is conducted through
an activation spread process: When estimating document
relevance, terms (nodes) matching the information need
are activated. Their higher-ranked neighbors are also acti-
vated oo by receiving parts of their weights passed down
from those terms. These higher-ranked neighbors can con-
tinue the dissemination of weights to their own neighbors.
The whole activation process runs until no nodes can be
reached, and the term weights after the spread can be used
to calculate document relevance scores. The newly found
documents change the topology of this network as new
Fig. 11. Imitation Learning, from Ross [90]. A dataset is collected in the
form of (s, a) pairs from expert demonstration. A supervised learning
algorithm then learns the mapping from s to a. The trained supervised
learning model is used as the policy.
words (nodes) are added into it, and links among terms are
updated, which changes the activation spread process and
document relevance estimation.
4.2 Imitation Learning
A dynamic search process consists of a search trajectory
formed by a sequence of actions. How to best choose
which actions to formulate queries, retrieve documents, and
approach an eventual success could be learned from how
humans act. In fact, from the outset, supervised learning
approaches have been studied for DS. The research problem
is formulated as learning from human decision-making and
then making predictions for future decisions. To do so, we
can record the history of past action sequences of humans,
and learn from successfully accomplished processes.
These supervised methods for sequential decision-
making are called imitation learning [91], also known as learn-
ing by demonstration or programming by examples. Imitation
learning is widely used in applications that need to make
sequential decisions, such as self-driving cars. Figure 11
illustrates the workflow of imitation learning. The algorithm
collects training data, usually as state-action pairs (s, a),
where a is an action demonstrated by a human expert. Then,
the algorithm fits a function a = f(s), and this function f
is used as policy pi. The policy is learned in a supervised
fashion by minimizing the error between estimated actions
and actions that have been performed by the human.
In the context of DS, some exciting news is that there
are large numbers of human demonstrations collected and
stored in the form of query logs. Most commercial search
engines have plenty of such query logs, hence imitation
learning is popular due to the availability of this type of
training data [92, 93, 94, 95]. There have also been academic
efforts, such as [96, 97], to study an offline version of DS in
the name of session search. From 2010 to 2014, the TREC Ses-
sion Tracks [98] organized research teams to develop search
engines that learn from query logs, which contain queries,
ranked documents, time spent, and clicks, to improve the
current (last) iteration of search. Participating systems have
developed imitation learning methods in which a human
user demonstrates which documents are relevant and how
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to reformulate queries in the logs. The search engine agent
learns from these demonstrations how to recognize relevant
documents and reformulate queries.
Supervised learning methods that can handle a sequence
of inputs are popular in imitation learning for DS; the
Sequence-to-Sequence (Seq2Seq) model is an example. It is
a recurrent neural network that encodes a sequence in one
domain and decodes it in another domain. It is used in DS to
predict sequences of clicks, query reformulations, and query
auto-completions (QAC). For instance, Borisov et al. [99]
predicts clicks during DS processes on the Yandex Relevance
Prediction dataset1 with a Seq2Seq deep neural network. Its
input sequence is a sequence of queries, and the retrieved
items and output sequence a sequence indicating whether
the items are clicked or not. The model was improved by
getting continuous human demonstrations via interaction.
Ren et al. [93] employed a Seq2Seq model with two layers of
attention networks [100] to generate new queries based on
previous queries and search results. Here, the state consisted
of previous queries and other user behavior data in previous
interactions. Different sessions from many users were used
as demonstrations to derive the agent’s action, which was to
reformulate the next query. Dehghani et al. [101] proposed a
customized Seq2Seq model for session-based query auto-
completion and suggestion. On top of the basic Seq2Seq
method, They incorporated a copying mechanism in the
decoder which enables the model to copy query terms from
the session’s context instead of generating all the query
terms on its own.
Other supervised sequence learning methods have also
been explored. Earlier works include estimating docu-
ment relevance with logistic regression by Huurnink et al.
[97] and SVMRank by Xue et al. [96]. Mitra [95] used
a convolutional latent semantic model [102] to explore
whether a distributed representation of queries would help
query auto-completion task. For example, v(new york) +
v(newspaper) ≈ v(new york times), where v(∗) is the em-
bedding vector of a given word. Yang et al. [92] used a
deep self-attention network [94] for query reformulation.
They modeled a two-round interaction between user and
search engine in an E-commerce website and formulated
new queries based on words presented in the previous
queries.
4.3 Value-based RL Approaches
Value-based RL approaches aim to arrive at high-value
states. It could be one super high-value state or many
reasonably high-value states. Since it is important to know
the values, obtaining good approximations of the value
functions via interaction with the environment is the focus
of these methods.
There two types of value functions, the state-value func-
tion V and the action-value function Q. Both can be learned
(approximated) by supervised machine learning methods.
One way of obtaining their approximations is to use Monte
Carlo methods. These methods sample a batch of trajec-
tories, each from the beginning to the end of an episode,
and then use these samples to calculate the sample average
1. https://academy.yandex.ru/events/data analysis/relpred2011/
return for each state or action. These sample returns are used
as approximations of the value functions. For instance,
Q(s, a)← 1
N
N∑
i=1
Git[st = s, at = a] (8)
where Git[st = s, at = a] is the return of the t
th step of
the ith trajectory where the agent receives state s and takes
action a at step t.
In 2013, Jin et al. [103] proposed a Monte Carlo approach
for multi-page results ranking. Multiple-page ranking is a
special type of DS. For web search engines, because their
datasets are gigantic, returned results are usually displayed
through multiple Search Engine Results Pages (SERPs).
When a user clicks the ‘go to next page’ button to view the
continued results listed on the next SERP, the DS algorithm
captures this special user action and re-ranks the results
on the next page before the user sees them. It is similar to
making ranking decisions by taking into account previous
search logs before the moment of ‘go to next page.’ Their
method treated states as a combination of document simi-
larity and document relevance. Each action was a ranked list
of documents. Reward was determined by the Discounted
Cumulative Gain (DCG) score [104] of the corresponding
list. Finding the combination of documents that constitute
the optimal ranking order would be intractable, instead they
greedily selected documents one by one to approximate
the optimal ranking list. The state value functions were
estimated via Monte Carlo sampling. Experiments were
conducted by simulating a user who would check the top
M documents from the list and provide clicks each time.
The proposed algorithm outperformed BM25 [9], maximal
marginal relevance (MMR) [105], and Rocchio [64] on sev-
eral TREC datasets.
Temporal-difference (TD) learning is another common
family of value-based RL methods. TD learning also relies
on sampling. But it does not need to sample the entire
episode like the Monte Carlo methods do. Instead, it only
samples one step ahead. It calculates a difference between
its estimate of the current action-value, Q(s, a), and a better
estimate of it, r+γQ(s′, a′), which is made after looking one
step ahead. This difference between two estimates is known
as the TD error. It is closely related to dopamine in animal
learning and triggers agents to adjust their behaviors. The
assumption is that using some knowledge from the next
state, in particular the next state’s estimated value and the
reward obtained from moving from this step to the next, our
estimation of the current state could be more accurate.
TD learning updates its estimate of the current value
by a fraction proportional to the TD error. The best known
off-policy TD learning method is Q-learning. It updates its
action-value Q(s, a) by:
Q(s, a)← Q(s, a) + α(r + γmaxQ(s′, a′)−Q(s, a)) (9)
where α is the learning rate, s, a are the current state and
action, and s′, a′ are the next state and action. The quan-
tity r + γmaxQ(s′, a′) is the target, Q(s, a) is the current
estimate, and r + γmaxQ(s′, a′)−Q(s, a) is the TD error.
Note that Q(s′, a′) and Q(s, a) are instantiations with
different inputs for the same function Q. This function Q
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can be approximated by deep neural networks. Deep Q-
Network (DQN) [16] is a classic example of this kind. DQN
approximates the action-value functions by minimizing the
loss between the target value function and the estimated
value function:
L(θi) = E(s,a,r,s′)
[(
r + γmax
a′
Q(s′, a′|θ−i )−Q(s, a|θi)
)2]
(10)
where parameter θ−i is kept a few steps behind θi. At each
step, DQN chooses the action with the highest action-value
at a probability of 1 − , and the rest actions equally likely
to share . It then samples a batch of state transitions from
a replay buffer to learn the Q function as in Eq. 10. DQN
further improves its training process by double q-learning
to stabilize the moving target problem.
The use of value-based RL for DS could be traced back
to the 2000s. Leuski [106] defined state, st, as the inter-
document similarities and action, at, as the next document
to examine. The Q function, parameterized by θ, was up-
dated via TD learning and the update rule was
∆θt = η(rt+1 + γQθ(st+1, at+1)−Qθ(st, at))OQθ(st, at)
(11)
where η was the learning rate.
More recently, Tang and Yang [107] used DQN for DS.
They adopted a standard DQN framework to re-formulate
queries at each time step and then used an off-the-shelf
retrieval algorithm to obtain the documents. In their work,
state was defined as a tuple consisting of the current query,
relevant passages, and the current index of the search iter-
ations. Reward was defined as the relevance of documents
discounted based on ranking and novelty. Actions were sev-
eral query reformulation options, including adding terms,
removing terms, and re-weighting terms. Zheng et al. [108]
proposed an extended DQN for news recommendation.
They incorporated user behavioral patterns when construct-
ing the reward function. State was defined as the embedding
vector of users, and action was defined as the feature
representation of news articles. Both online and offline
experiments have shown that they could be improved by
using dueling bandit gradient descent (DBGD), and features
that indicated user engagement.
4.4 Policy-Based RL Approaches
Policy-based RL approaches skip the step of finding out
state-values or action-values; instead, they directly learn
policy pi by observing rewards r. This class of RL methods
assumes that the policy pi can be parameterized by some
parameter θ, whose goal is to learn the best θ that optimizes
some performance measure J of the policy:
J(piθ) = Eτ∼piθ(τ) [r(τ)] =
∫
piθ(τ)r(τ)dτ (12)
where τ is a trajectory from time 1 to T , i.e.
s0, a0, r1, s1, a1, r2, ..., sT−1, aT−1, rT , sT .
A classic policy-based RL algorithm is REINFORCE
[109]. It is still widely used by many applications, including
dialogue systems and robotics. REINFORCE is a Monte
Carlo policy gradient method. It first generates a trajectory,
then computes the return for each time step and updates the
ALGORITHM 1: REINFORCE by Williams [109].
initialization;
while True do
Generate a trajectory
s0, a0, r1, s1, a1, ..., sT−1, aT−1, rT following piθ ;
for each step t = 0, 1, 2, ..., T − 1 do
Gt =
∑T−t−1
k=0 γ
krt+k+1;
θ ← θ + α∇θJ(θ);
end
end
policy parameter θ. Via a gradient descent process, it finds
the best θ that maximizes J(pi(θ)):
∇θJ(θ) =
∫
∇θpiθ(τ)r(τ)dτ
≈ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(
T∑
t=1
∇θ log piθ(ai,t|si,t)
)(
T∑
t=1
r(si,t, ai,t)
)
(13)
θ ← θ + α∇θJ(θ) (14)
where α is the learning rate. Algorithm 1 details the REIN-
FORCE algorithm.
In 2015, Luo et al. [4] first proposed directly learning
policy for dynamic search. Each search iteration is broken
into three phases–browsing, querying, and ranking. Each
of those phases is parameterized by its own parameters.
They then computed the gradient of the summed rewards
in terms of the parameters in the ranking phase. The action
is sampled from search results generated by an off-the-
shelf ad-hoc retrieval method. Their system was trained in
a fashion similar to REINFORCE. Algorithm 2 shows the
direct policy learning method for DS.
Policy-based RL methods have been popularly used in
other interactive AI systems, such as dialogue systems,
multi-turn question answering (QA), and query reformula-
tion. Dhingra et al. [111] proposed KB-InfoBot, a multi-turn
dialogue agent for movie recommendation that operates on
a knowledge base (KB). User intents are tracked through
a belief tracker, which constructs probabilities of slots in
the utterances. They also use a soft look-up function that
constructs a posterior distribution over all the items in the
KB from the output of the belief tracker. The posterior
distribution suggests user preferences. The output from the
belief tracker and the output of look-up function together
constitute the state of the RL agent. The action is whether to
ask the user about one of the slots of the interested item,
or to inform the user of the final answer. The policy is
optimized based on maximizing the returns.
In 2019, Das et al. [110] proposed a multi-hop reasoning
framework for open-domain QA, where two agents, a re-
triever and a reader, iteratively interact with each other. The
retriever’s job is to find relevant passages, from which the
reader extracts answers to the question. The query in this
work is a feature vector, which is initialized by embedding
the input question in it. A multi-step reasoner reformulates
the query – i.e., modifies the query vector, based on the
output of the reader and the input question vector. State is
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ALGORITHM 2: Direct Policy Learning for Dynamic
Search [4].
θ ← random(0, 1) ;
repeat
Sample history h from history set;
q0, D0, C0, T0 ← ∅ where q∗ is the query, D∗ is the
set of retrieved documents. C∗ are the clicks, T∗ is
the dwelling time ;
for t in range(len(h)) do
orank ← Dt−1, n1 ← orank;
The user takes action abrowse;
obrowse ← (Ct, Tt), n2 ← obrowse;
r(t, h)← CalculateReward(D′t, obrowse, h);
The user takes action aquery ;
oquery ← GetQueryChange(qt, qt−1);
n3 ← (orank, obrowse, oquery);
Sample a search engine action
arank ≈ P (arank|n3, θ);
D′t ← DocRanking(arank);
∆θ ← UpdateGradient(r(t, h), D′t, n3, θ);
θ ← θ + ∆θ;
end
until ∆θ <  or history set is empty;
ALGORITHM 3: Multi-step reasoning for open-
domain QA [110]
q0 ← encode query(Q) where Q is the input question;
for t in range(T ) do
p1, p2, ..., pk ← retriever.score passages(qt) ;
P 1...ktext ← reader.read(p1, ..., pk);
at, scoret, St ← reader.read(P 1...ktext , Q), where at
is the answer span, scoret is the score of the span,
St is the reader state;
qt ← reasoner.reason(qt, St);
end
return answer span a with highest score
defined as the input question and inner state of the reader.
The action is to select which paragraphs to return. Reward
is measured by how well the output of the reader matches
the ground-truth question. The model may be trained with
REINFORCE, and the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.
Li et al. [32] applies reinforcement learning to generate
dialogues between two virtual agents. State is their previous
round of conversation, [pi, qi]. Action is to generate the next
utterance with arbitrary length pi+1. Reward is measured in
terms of the utterance’s informativity, coherence, and ease
with which it can be answered. The policy is paramaterized
via a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) encoder-decoder
neural network. The system is trained by REINFORCE [109].
Nogueira and Cho [112] proposes an RL-based query
reformulation system. Its state is the set of retrieved docu-
ments, and action is to select terms and formulate a query.
The original query and candidate terms along with its con-
text are fed into a siamese neural network, whose output is
the probability of putting a term into the reformulated query
and the estimated state-value. This system was also trained
with REINFORCE. Chen et al. [113] scales REINFORCE to
Fig. 12. Model-based RL and Model-free RL, from Sutton and Barto [14].
an extremely large action space, and proposes Top-K off-
policy correction for recommender systems.
In 2017, Aissa et al. [114] proposed a conversational
search system by translating information need into keyword
queries. They trained a Seq2Seq network with REINFORCE.
The Seq2Seq network acts as the policy, whose input is
the information need, which is expressed as a sequence of
words, and the output is a sequence of binary variables
with the same length that indicate whether to keep the
corresponding word in the query. Reward is defined as the
mean-average precision (MAP) of search results retrieved
using the query formulated. The task is to generate topic
titles from some descriptions, using datasets from the TREC
Robust Track [115] and Web Track [116]. Compared with
supervised approach, training the Seq2Seq model with RL
achieves the best performance.
4.5 Model-based RL Approaches
In RL, the word “model” specifically means the state transi-
tion function M and sometimes also the reward function R.
It represents knowledge about the dynamics of the environ-
ment:
s′, r′ ←Model(s, a) (15)
where a is the action taken by the agent after it perceives
state s; the model estimates the resultant state as s′ and the
immediate reward as r′.
Sections 4.3 and 4.4 present RL methods that are “model-
free” and are not aware of M . Model-based RL methods
make plans with the model M before taking actions. They
collect and learn the model first from past experiences,
which sometimes are simulated from a policy, and then
makes the plan. Figure 12 shows the paradigm of model-
based reinforcement learning.
Value iteration is perhaps the simplest form of model-
based RL. It results from the Bellman equation and approx-
imates the optimal state-value as
V (s) = max
a
R(s, a) + γ
∑
s′
M(s′|s, a)V (s′) (16)
where s is the current state, s′ is the next state, and M is the
transition function, which may be represented by a tabulate.
In 2013, Guan et al. [117] proposes the Query Change
Model (QCM) for DS. It is a term-weighting scheme opti-
mized via value iteration. QCM defines states as queries,
and actions as term-weighting operations, such as increas-
ing, decreasing, and maintaining term weights. The num-
ber of adjusted weights is determined based on syntac-
tic changes in two adjacent queries. QCM denotes the
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Fig. 13. Examples of state transitions in Win-Win search, adapted from
[3].
state transition function as a query-change probability,
P (qi, qi−1, Di−1, a). Here qi is the ith query, Di is the set of
documents retrieved by qi, and a is the query change action.
Different query change actions would result in different qi.
To calculate the state transition, the two adjacent queries
qi and qi−1 are first broken into tokens. The probability of
P (qi, qi−1, Di−1, a) is then calculated based on how each of
the tokens would appear in qi, qi−1 and Di−1. QCM then
estimates the state value for each document and uses it to
score the document:
Score(qi, d) = P (qi, d)+
γ
∑
a
P (qi, qi−1, Di−1, a) max
Di−1
P (qi−1|Di−1)
(17)
where the first term, P (qi, d), measures the relevance be-
tween a document d and the current query qi, with a
ranking score obtained from a standard ad-hoc retrieval
method. The second term is complex: P (qi, qi−1, Di−1, a)
is the transition probability from qi−1 to qi, given the query
change a; maxDi−1 P (qi−1|Di−1) is the maximum possible
state value of the previous retrieval that has just happened.
The win-win search method proposed by Luo et al. [3]
in 2014 studied dynamic search as a POMDP. Two agents
– i.e., the search engine system and the user – participate
in this process. The state is modeled as a cross-product of
whether it is relevant and whether it is exploring. Actions
on the system side include changing term weights and using
certain retrieval models. Actions on the user side include
adding or removing query terms. The model – i.e., the state
transition probabilities – is estimated by analyzing query
logs – e.g., how likely a user would go from relevance
& exploration (SRR) to relevance & exploitation (SRT ).
The estimated state transition probabilities are then used
to select actions that would optimize system performance
– i.e., maximize the expected return. The state of queries
in the query log is manually annotated and used to train
the model. Examples of the state transition probabilities are
shown in Figure 13, where the probability of moving from
state SRR to state SRT is 0.1765.
At each step, the state transition model is used to com-
pute the Q-values on the user side – i.e., Qu. The system
chooses an action that jointly optimizes both Qse and Qu:
ase = arg max
a
(Qse(b, a) +Qu(b, au)) (18)
where Qse is the action-value on the system’s side,and Qu
is the action-value on the user’s side. They are defined as
Qse =
∑
s∈S
b(s)R(s, a)+
γ
∑
ω∈Ω
P (ω|b, au,Σse)P (ω|b,Σu) max
a
Qse(b
′, a)
(19)
Qu(b, au) = R(s.au)+
γ
∑
au
T (st, |st−1, Dt−1) max
st−1
Qu(st−1, au) (20)
where b is the belief and ω is the observation. A continuing
work by Luo et al. [118] is a model-free version of the
algorithm, which learns a policy directly through the EM
algorithm [119].
In 2016, Zhang and Zhai [120] proposed a model-based
RL method for search engine UI improvement. It is also
optimized by value iteration. The task was to choose an
interface card and show it to the user at each step. Its state
was defined as the set of interface cards that had not been
presented to the user, while action was to choose the next
card to show – i.e., st = {e : at′ 6= e, ∀t′ < t}, where e is an
interface card. Its transition is to exclude an element from a
set – i.e.,
st+1 = M(st, at) = st \ {at} (21)
They use value iteration, as in Eq. 16, to solve the Markov
Decision Processes (MDPs). Simulation and a user study
have shown that the method could automatically adjust to
various screen sizes and users’ stopping tendencies.
In 2018, Feng et al. [121] proposed an actor-critic frame-
work for search result diversification. Its state is defined as a
tuple [q, Zt, Xt], where q is the query, Zt the current ranked
list, and Xt the set of candidate documents. The action is
choosing the next document to select. The transition is then
to append a document at the end of Zt and remove it from
Xt:
st+1 = [q, Zt+1, Xt+1] = T (st, at)
= T ([q, Zt, Xt], at) = [q, Zt ⊕ at, Xt \ {at}] (22)
where ⊕ is an appending operation. They use Monte-Carlo
Tree Search (MCTS) [122] to simulate and evaluate the
policy.
4.6 Bandits Algorithms
Exploration/exploitation trade-off is one of the core chal-
lenges in RL. Athukorala et al. [123] investigates how the
exploration rate in a bandit algorithm, LinRel[124], impacts
retrieval performance and user satisfaction. In general, ban-
dits algorithms are based on a stateless MDP. They approxi-
mate the Q-value with various error correction mechanisms
and regularization methods.
Li et al. [125] proposed an extended version of the upper
confidence bound (UCB) algorithm [126] in a DS scenario
where multiple queries are available simultaneously. Each
arm is formulated as a query, and the task is to select a
query from the pool at each step to maximize the overall
rewards. UCB takes into account both the maximality of the
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Fig. 14. TREC Dynamic Domain Track 2015-2017, by Yang et al. [134].
action and the uncertainty in the estimation; it selects the
action by
at = arg max
a
[
Qt(a) + c
√
ln t
Nt(a)
]
(23)
whereQt(a) is the current estimation of the action value and
Nt(a) is the number of times action a has been selected. The
first term in Eq. 23 evaluates the optimality of the action
in the current estimation, while the second term accounts
for the uncertainty. [125] extends the UCB by estimating the
action value of a new query based on its lexical similarity
with existing queries.
Yang and Yang [127] applied to DS a contextual bandit
algorithm, LinUCB [128]. Their bandits algorithm chooses
among several query reformulation options, such as adding
terms, removing terms, re-weighting terms, and stopping
the entire process. At each step, LinUCB selects an action
based on
at = arg max
a
(
xTt,aθˆa + α
√
xTt,aA
−1
a xt,a
)
(24)
where Aa = DTaDa + Id and θˆa = (D
T
aDa + Id)
−1DTa ca.
Here d is the dimension of the feature space, xt,a is the
feature vector, θ is the coefficient vector, Da is the matrix
of m training examples, and ca is the vector holding the
corresponding responses.
Wang et al. [129] proposed a factorization-based bandits
algorithm for interactive recommender systems where a
sub-linear upper regret bound with high probability was
proved. Observable contextual features and user depen-
dencies were used to improve the convergence rate of the
algorithm and the cold-start problem in recommendation.
Exploration has been studied in IR without using opti-
mization; heuristics are used instead. Diversity and novelty
are two heuristic goals when ranking documents. Jiang et al.
[130] penalizes duplicate results by simulating user behavior
when ranking documents. Bron et al. [131] diversifies re-
trieval results based on maximal marginal relevance (MMR)
[105] and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [132]. Raman
et al. [133] studied the intrinsic diversity in search sessions.
They identify intrinsic diversified sessions with linguistic
features, and then re-rank documents by greedily selecting
those that maximize intrinsic diversity.
5 A TESTBED FOR DYNAMIC SEARCH SYSTEMS
Communities from the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC)
and the Conference and Labs of the Evaluation Forum
(CLEF) have devoted to the development of proper testbeds
for dynamic search systems. Such efforts include TREC
Topic (id: DD17-49) Kangroo Survival
Subtopic 1 (id: 464) Road Danger- - 7 Relevant Passages
Subtopic 2 (id: 462) Effect on Land- - 15 Relevant Passages
Subtopic 3 (id: 463) Monetizing Kangroos- - 65 Relevant Passages
Subtopic 4 (id: 459) Kangroo Hunting- - 17 Relevant Passages
Subtopic 5 (id: 552) Other Kangroo Dangers- - 4 Relevant Passages
Subtopic 6 (id: 460) Protection and Rescues- - 57 Relevant Passages
TABLE 2
An Example Search Topic and its Subtopics in TREC DD.
Interactive Tracks from 1997 to 2002 [135], TREC Session
Tracks from 2011 to 2014 [98] , TREC Dynamic Domain
Tracks from 2015 to 2017 [134, 136, 137], and CLEF Dynamic
Search Lab in 2018 [138].
The TREC Interactive Tracks evaluated the search effec-
tiveness of the team of a user and a search engine for inter-
active IR. They did not separate the user from the search
engine. What the user did and what the search system
did were evaluated together. Aspect precision and aspect
recall were the main metrics used. The interactions were live
but the evaluation was not reproducible. On the contrary,
TREC Session Tracks involved no user in real time. The
search systems were provided with a search log generated
by someone in the past. The systems were expected to
improve the search results for the last query based on the
search history. The search logs contained recorded queries,
retrieved URLs, clicks, and dwell time. Common web search
evaluation metrics, e.g. the normalized discounted cumula-
tive gain (nDCG), were used for measuring effectiveness in
the Session Tracks.
The TREC Dynamic Domain (DD) Tracks replaced the
human user in the Interactive Track with a simulator. The
simulator would provide feedback to a DS agent. The
feedback enclosed relevance ratings to the returned doc-
uments and highlights which passages were relevant to
which subtopics. It created a live interaction and enabled
reproducible experiments via simulation. Figure 14 shows
the interaction process between the simulated user and the
search system. Initially, the search system receives the name
of a search topic. The search system then retrieves five doc-
uments and returns them to the simulated user. Feedback
provided by the simulated user includes graded relevance
score at subtopic level and highlighted passages that are
pertinent to the information need. The search system is ex-
pected to adjust its search algorithm and find more relevant
documents at each search iteration. This loop continues until
the search system calls for a stop.
The search topics used in TREC DD were two-layer
hierarchical topics. One example search topic is shown in
Table 2. It information need is to find information on factors
that would affect kangaroo survival. The topic is composed of
6 subtopics, each of which addresses one or several factors,
such as traffic accidents and illegal hunting. The hierarchical
structure of the information need, except the topic name,
was not available to the search system at any time.
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User: search DD17-49: kangaroo survival
System: Return document 0190584
User: Non-relevant document.
System: Return document 1407502
User: Relevant on subtopic 460 with a rating of 2,“They have rescued an orphaned kangaroo.”
System: Return document 1523859
User:
Relevant on subtopic 462 with a rating of 3,
“kangaroos have strayed from nature reserves
to graze on suburban lawns in Canberra.”
TABLE 3
Example Search History.
Dozens of teams participated in the TREC DD from 2015
to 2017. Most of them still used hand-crafted policies, either
in a way similar to relevance feedback model [139, 140, 141]
or to diversify the search results based on topic hierarchies
[142, 143]. There are also few attempts to use RL-based
approaches [107].
Evaluation metrics adopted in TREC DD include Cube
Test [144], α-DCG [145], session DCG [146], nERR-IA [147],
and Expected Utility [148]. Most of the above metrics evalu-
ate the performance of a dynamic search system in terms of
the relevance of information acquired and the effort the user
put into the search process, based on different user models.
α-DCG, session DCG, nERR-IA only consider the relevant
information retrieved and discount the raw relevance based
on ranking order or diversity, which comes from human
heuristics. Cube Test [144] evaluates the efficiency, or the
speed of retrieval, of dynamic search systems. Expected
utility [148] measures the “net gain” of the search process,
i.e. the amount of relevant information subtracting the user
effort. Apart from metrics used in TREC DD, there are
still other metrics that are designed for, or can be used
in dynamic search, such as Time-Biased Gain (TBG) [149]
and U-measure [150]. These two take into account the fact
that user may spend different time on different parts of the
search results. Even though relevance itself is situational
[151] and may not be consistent in the dynamic search
process [152], it is shown that relevance judgment correlates
well with user satisfaction at session level [153] and the last
query in the search process plays a vital role [154].
CLEF Dynamic Search Lab in 2018 [138] further devel-
oped the TREC DD Track. The dynamic search system was
deconstructed into two agents, a Q-agent, which reformu-
lated queries, and an A-agent, which retrieves documents.
Tasks included query suggestions and results composition.
Reformulated queries were evaluated based on their effec-
tiveness of retrieving documents, instead of similarities with
human-generated ones.
6 CONCLUSION
This article reviews the state-of-the-art for dynamic search.
A dynamic search system acts as a digital assistant, through
interacting with whom a human user acquires information
and makes rational decisions with its support. This emerg-
ing research field is related to a few disciplines that have
aroused long-lasting research interests. Spending much ef-
fort to compare our subject to related fields, including
ad-hoc retrieval, information seeking, exploratory search,
interactive information retrieval, dialogue systems, online
learning-to-rank, supervised machine learning and rein-
forcement learning, this article is perhaps the first to do such
comparison across a broad set of targets. Our views might
be subjective, but we think the comparison is necessary.
The majority of the article concentrates on interpreting
the works in dynamic search from reinforcement learning’s
point of view. This angle makes a strong but valid as-
sumption that reinforcement learning would be the more
suitable family of methods to solve dynamic search. We
made this assumption by how natural the two fit each
other and how much they both relate to animal learning.
The handling of transitions, interactions, rewards, and their
aiming for success all run parallel. Reinforcement learning
itself is undergoing a leap at the moment we are writing
this article. Empowered by large amounts of available data
and advances in deep neural networks, this sophisticated
branch of machine learning is experiencing its renaissance
right now. We expect reinforcement learning as a general
solution to handle interactions to create bloom in all studies
about interactive agents. Dynamic search would be one very
important application, as search engines are the most widely
used interactive agents and share the forthcoming fruition.
Adaptation and exploration would be two major re-
search themes for dynamic search. We picture future sys-
tems should be able to adjust themselves and adapt to evolv-
ing information goals and changing users. The research
will become more challenging, as optimizing over “moving
target” is new but crucial to future dynamic search research.
Being able to quickly and wisely explore all possible options
would also be ideal but has not yet achieved. We anticipate
much improvement will be done in these directions.
Dynamic search is unique for persistently putting human
users at the center of its research. It is unquestionably
human-centered “artificial intelligence”, if one would like
to use the new buzz word. Years of research in information
retrieval and the rich experience that only the IR community
has accumulated to deal with human-agent interactions (in
this case the agent is the search engine) would definitely
nurture artificial intelligence research, including reinforce-
ment learning, as long as they have a human user to serve,
to satisfy, and to help her succeed.
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